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Abstract
The concept of tree-based picture generation is introduced. It is shown that there are equiv-
alent tree-based denitions of four picture-generating devices known from the literature, namely
collage grammars, iterated function systems, context-free chain-code grammars, and 0L-systems
with turtle interpretation. Furthermore, generalisations of each of these systems are discussed.
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1. Introduction
During the last two decades picture generation has become a large eld whose many-
fold aspects are studied in mathematics as well as in practical and theoretical computer
science (see e.g. [2, 21, 24, 27, 29, 30]). The area attracts the interest of numerous re-
searchers from diverse directions, which is no surprise because one can nd in this area
a great number of intellectually appealing mathematical and computational problems,
interesting applications like the modelling of plant development and, one should not
forget to mention this, an astonishing variety of beautiful pictures.
In this paper, picture generation is studied from the point of view of formal language
theory. A general framework for the generation of picture languages, called tree-based
picture generation, is introduced. Roughly speaking, such a picture generator is a tree
generator together with an algebra that interprets trees as expressions denoting pictures.
In principle, the tree generator which is part of a tree-based picture generator can be
any device that denes a tree language. However, in this paper we shall concentrate on
regular and context-free tree grammars and on top-down tree transducers, as introduced
by Rounds and Thatcher [31{33, 35]. A concrete class of tree-based picture generators
is obtained by selecting a class of tree generators and a picture algebra. For the latter,
a notion of pictures and a set of operations on them is needed. The tree generator can
be perceived as a syntactic device that generates derivation trees (which, as such, have
no particular meaning) while the algebra is the semantic part which associates with
every derivation tree the corresponding picture.
The idea to associate a tree grammar or tree transducer with an algebra that maps
trees into a semantic domain was already mentioned in [14]. For graphs generated by
node or hyperedge replacement this has been worked out in [15] (see also [3, 11, 9]).
For the eld of picture generation the idea seems to be new, however.
In the main part of the paper four of the well-known classes of picture generat-
ing devices found in the literature, namely collage grammars [22], mutually recursive
function systems (a generalised type of iterated function systems [2] which is also
called hierarchical iterated function system; cf. [4, 27]), context-free chain-code gram-
mars [25], and 0L-systems with turtle interpretation [28], are translated into tree-based
picture generators. In each case the equivalence of the traditional device and the tree-
based variant is shown. This establishes a sound formal basis for future work as well
as for earlier work in [13, 7, 8, 10], where tree-based denitions of picture-generating
devices were already used.
The tree-based formulation of picture-generating devices turns out to be useful for
several reasons. First, it gives some insight into the conceptual similarities and dif-
ferences between devices that can be translated into this framework. Furthermore, it
makes it easy to generalise (or restrict) picture-generating devices { and to distinguish
between generalisations on the syntactic and on the semantic level. However, the most
useful advantages are probably the proof-technical ones. As a common framework for
dierent methods of picture generation the tree-based formalism simplies the compar-
ison of dierent classes with respect to their generative power, for example. Moreover,
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proofs can be written in a tree-oriented way (cf. [8]), which is often convenient as it
allows to benet from a variety of known results from the theory of tree grammars
and tree transducers. Moreover, proofs of similar statements for closely related sorts
of devices (like collage grammars and iterated function systems in [8]) need only be
written once, which is hard to achieve using the traditional denitions because they
use quite dierent basic notions.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section contains the preliminaries. In
Section 3 the required denitions and results concerning tree generators are recalled
and the notion of tree-based picture generation is dened formally. In Sections 4{7 it is
shown that collage grammars, mutually recursive function systems, context-free chain-
code grammars, and 0L-systems with turtle interpretation have equivalent denitions
in terms of tree-based picture generators. Furthermore, in each of these sections some
of the possible generalisations are mentioned. Section 8 contains a short conclusion.
All pictures shown in the examples of the following sections have been produced
with TREEBAG [10], a software system which is based on the ideas presented here and
is available under http:==www.informatik.uni-bremen.de=~drewes=treebag.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Basic mathematical notation
The sets of all natural numbers (including 0) and of all real numbers are denoted by
N and R, respectively, and N+ denotes Nnf0g. For every n2N, [n] denotes the set
f1; : : : ; ng. For a set S, }(S) denotes the powerset of S and jSj denotes its cardinality.
The set of all sequences (also called strings or words) over a set S is denoted by
S. Furthermore, S+ = Snfg, where  denotes the empty sequence. Concatenation of
sequences is denoted by juxtaposition. For every n2N the set of all sequences of length
n in S is denoted by Sn. The length of a sequence w is denoted by jwj. If f : S!T
is a function then the canonical extensions of f to }(S) and to S are denoted by
f, too. Thus, f(S 0)= ff(s) j s2 S 0g for all S 0 S and f(s1    sn)=f(s1)   f(sn) for
all s1; : : : ; sn 2 S.
For a binary relation r S  T and s2 S, r(s) denotes the set ft 2T j (s; t)2 rg.
Furthermore, r(S 0) denotes the set
S
s2S0 r(s) for S
0 S. By convention, if r(s) is a
singleton ftg then one may write r(s)= t. In particular, if jr(s)j61 for every s2 S then
r is considered as a partial function. The composition of r with another binary relation
r0T  U is given by r0  r= f(s; u)2 SU j (s; t)2 r and (t; u)2 r0 for some t 2Tg
(which applies to functions as well, as functions are special binary relations). The
n-fold composition of a relation r S S with itself is denoted by rn and its reexive
and transitive closure is denoted by r.
2.2. Signatures and trees
A ranked symbol is a pair (f; n) consisting of a symbol f and a number n2N,
its rank. A ranked symbol (f; n) is denoted as f(n) or simply f, and is usually just
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called a symbol. Notice, however, that f(m) and f(n) are dierent for m 6= n, even if
both may be denoted by f. A signature is a (possibly innite) set  of symbols.
A (labelled and ordered) tree is a pair consisting of a root symbol f(n) and n direct
subtrees t1; : : : ; tn, which are trees. Such a tree is denoted by f[t1; : : : ; tn]. In case n=0
one may abbreviate f[ ] as f. Notice that, by this convention, every symbol of rank
0 is identied with the single-node tree whose root is labelled with this symbol. A
signature or tree is said to be monadic if no symbols of rank 2 or greater occur in it.
The height of a tree t is the maximum length of a path from the root to a leaf. Thus,
if t is a single symbol of rank 0 then its height is 0. Otherwise, if m is the maximum
height of its direct subtrees then the height of t is m+ 1.
If T is a set of trees and  a signature then the set T(T ) of trees over  with
subtrees in T is dened to be the smallest set of trees containing T and, for every
f(n) 2 and all t1; : : : ; tn 2T(T ), the tree f[t1; : : : ; tn]. The set T(;) of trees over  is
denoted by T. Furthermore, (T )= ff[t1; : : : ; tn] jf(n) 2 and t1; : : : ; tn 2Tg. Symbols
of rank 2 may be used as inx symbols associating to the right. Thus, t1+t2+t3 denotes
the tree +[t1;+[t2; t3]], for example. Furthermore, if f has rank 1 then fi[t] denotes t
for i = 0 and f[fi−1[t]] for i>1.
A set L of trees is called a tree language if LT for some nite signature .
The yield of a tree t is the string yield(t) obtained by reading its leaves from left to
right. In addition, there is one special symbol  which, when it occurs as a leaf, denotes
the empty string. Thus, formally, yield()= ; yield(f)=f for all symbols f(0) 6= ,
and yield(f[t1; : : : ; tn]) = yield(t1)   yield(tn) for all trees f[t1; : : : ; tn] with n>1.
2.3. Substitution and rewriting
For the rest of this paper let X = fx1; x2; : : :g be a signature of pairwise distinct
symbols called variables and denote by Xn its subset fx1; : : : ; xng, for every n 2 N. In
order to avoid confusion, variables are considered as special symbols that always have
the rank 0 and are not allowed to occur in ordinary signatures. Thus, for a signature
;  and X are disjoint and T(X ) is the set of all trees over [X .
For Y X a tree t is said to be linear in Y if every y2Y occurs at most once in
t and is called nondeleting in Y if every y2Y occurs at least once in t.
For trees t; t1; : : : ; tn; t<t1    tn= denotes the substitution of ti for xi in t (i2 [n]). More
precisely, if t= xi for some i2 [n] then t<t1    tn== ti and if t=f[s1; : : : ; sk ] with
f 62Xn then t<t1    tn==f[s1<t1    tn= ; : : : ; sk <t1    tn=]. A (left-linear) rewrite rule is a
pair =(l; r) of trees, called the left- and right-hand side, respectively, such that l is
linear in X and every variable in r occurs in l, too. Such a rule is usually denoted by
l! r. Consider some n2N such that Xn contains all variables that occur in l. Then,
 determines the binary relation ! on trees such that t! t0 if t can be written as
t0<l <t1    tn== for a tree t0 containing x1 exactly once, and t0 equals t0<r <t1    tn==. If
R is a set of rewrite rules, !R denotes the union of all ! such that  2 R. As
usual, t!R t0 is called a derivation step and a sequence t0!R t1!R    !R tk (k>0)
of derivation steps is a derivation.
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2.4. Algebras
If  is a signature, a -algebra (which is just called an algebra if  is of
minor importance) is a pair A = (A; (fA)f2), where A is a set, the domain of
A, and for every f(n) 2;fA :An!A is an n-ary operation on A, the interpreta-
tion of f in A. Operations of arity 0 are called constants. The value valA(t) of a
tree t 2T with respect to a -algebra A is dened as usual: if t=f[t1; : : : ; tn] then
valA(t)=fA(valA(t1); : : : ; valA(tn)). If the algebra in question is clear from the context
then val(t) abbreviates valA(t).
In order to simplify things, when dening concrete algebras in subsequent sections
we shall always consider -algebras A such that the symbols in  are operations
(where ranks coincide with arities) and fA=f for all f2. Thus, every operation is
denoted by itself. Due to this convention, it suces to select a domain and a set of
operations in order to dene an algebra.
3. Tree and picture generators
In this section the classes of tree generators considered in this paper are recalled
and the way in which they can produce pictures is made precise.
A tree generator is either a tree grammar or a tree transducer. A tree grammar is any
sort of grammatical device g that directly generates a tree language L(g) over an output
signature 0. A tree transducer is a device  that computes a relation TT0 ,
where  and 0 are the input and output signatures, respectively. For such a tree
transducer the range is considered as the generated language: L()= (T).
A tree generator can be turned into a picture-generating device by viewing the gen-
erated trees as expressions that denote pictures, i.e., by associating with it an algebra
whose domain is a set of pictures. Let P be such a -algebra and let g be a tree gener-
ator whose output signature is a subset of . Then the pair (g;P) is called a tree-based
picture generator. It generates the picture language LP(g)= valP(L(g)) (see Fig. 1).
If there is no reason to expect confusion one may identify (g;P) with g and denote
LP(g) by L(g).
Notice that the terminology compiled above neither requires nor yields any specic
notion of pictures. Strictly speaking, one could even generate objects that hardly anyone
would dare to call pictures { like strings, numbers, or truth values. In this paper, we
shall concentrate on the investigation of picture generators that really deal with pictures
and thus deserve this name, however.
From a conceptual point of view maybe the most central characteristic of the tree-
based approach to picture generation is that syntax and semantics are considered sep-
arately as far as possible. The syntactic aspects are dealt with on the level of tree
generators while the semantics of the generated trees is determined by the chosen al-
gebra. Intuitively, the tree generator yields the set of valid derivation trees of pictures,
but it does not x an interpretation. Conversely, the algebra determines the meaning
of trees, but it does not say how these trees are to be generated.
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Fig. 1. Picture generation by a tree-based picture generator.
The main classes of tree generators considered in the following are regular and
context-free tree grammars, and top-down tree transducers. These notions were rst
studied by Rounds and Thatcher in [31{33, 35]; see [19, 20] for an introduction to the
eld and for many further references. In order to obtain the main results of this pa-
per regular tree grammars and top-down tree transducers will turn out to be sucient.
Context-free tree grammars will only occur in examples showing possible generalisa-
tions.
Denition 3.1 (Context-free and regular tree grammar). A context-free tree gram-
mar is a tuple g=(N; ; P; A0) consisting of a nite signature N of nonterminals, a
nite output signature  which is disjoint with N , a nite set PN (X )T[N (X )
of rewriting rules called productions, and an initial nonterminal A0 2N of rank 0. The
context-free tree language generated by g is
L(g) = ft 2 T jA0 !
g
tg;
where !g denotes !P . 1 If all symbols in N are of rank 0 then g is called a regular
tree grammar and L(g) is a regular tree language.
Notice that the productions of a regular tree grammar are of the form A! t where
A2N and t 2T(N ). Thus, nonterminals occur only at the leaves. By contrast, in a
context-free tree grammar variables can occur anywhere in a derived tree. Thus, the
monadic cases correspond to regular and context-free string grammars, respectively
(identifying a monadic tree with a string in the obvious way).
1 This denition corresponds to the outside-in or, equivalently, unrestricted derivation mode studied in the
literature (cf. [17, 18]). The inside-out mode will not be considered in this paper.
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It is sometimes useful to assume that all productions of a regular tree grammar
g=(N; ; P; A0) have the form A!f[A1; : : : ; Ak ], where f(k) 2 and A; A1; : : : ; Ak 2N
(in other words, PN (N )). Such a regular tree grammar is said to be in normal
form. The following lemma is well known (see, e.g., [20, Section 6]) and can be
proved by standard techniques, using basically the same construction as in the string
case.
Lemma 3.2. Every regular tree grammar g can eectively be transformed into a
regular tree grammar g0 in normal form such that L(g)=L(g0).
There is a close relationship between regular tree grammars and sets of derivation
trees of context-free Chomsky grammars. Every regular tree language is a projection
of a derivation-tree language of a context-free grammar. Conversely, the set of deriva-
tion trees of a context-free grammar is a regular tree language. These quite obvious
facts amount to the following characterization of context-free languages (see, e.g., [20,
Propositions 14:2 and 14:3]).
Lemma 3.3. A string language L is context free if and only if L=yield(L0) for some
regular tree language L0.
It was indicated above that the regular tree grammar is quite a direct generalisation
of the regular string grammar. Likewise, the concept of a top-down tree transducer is a
natural generalisation of generalised sequential machines (cf. the title of [35]). Instead
of processing a string in a left-to-right manner, an input tree is transformed into an
output tree starting at the root and proceeding towards the leaves.
Denition 3.4 (Top-down tree transducer [32, 35]). Let  and 0 be nite signatures
and let   be a nite signature of symbols of rank 1 called states, disjoint with [0.
A top-down tree transducer is a tuple =(; 0;  ; R; 0) such that 0 2 , called the
initial state, and R ((X ))T0( (X )) is a nite set of rewrite rules.
The top-down tree transduction computed by , which will also be denoted by , is
given by
(t) = ft0 2 T0 j 0[t] !

t0g
for all t 2T, where ! denotes the rewrite relation !R.
By the denition above, the left-hand side of a rule of a top-down tree transducer
always has the form [f[xi1 ; : : : ; xik ]] where 2 ; f(k) 2, and xi1 ; : : : ; xik are variables
(which, by the denition of rewrite rules in the previous section, are pairwise distinct).
From now on it will be assumed without loss of generality that ij = j for all j2 [k],
i.e., the variables used are x1; : : : ; xk and they are numbered from left to right.
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In order to simplify the denotation of trees, and in particular of rules, the following
conventions will be employed throughout the rest of this paper.
1. A tree of the form [t], where  is a state, is denoted by t.
2. The left-hand side f[x1; : : : ; xn] of a rule is denoted by f.
3. In the case of a top-down tree transducer whose input signature is monadic, the
variable x1 (the only one occurring in the rules) is omitted also in the right-
hand sides. Thus, in this case the rule f! g[h[0x1; 00x1]; 0x1] would be writ-
ten f! g[h[0; 00]; 0], for example. (This is slightly ambiguous when there is a
symbol (0) 20 such that (1) 2 . Therefore, such a situation should be avoided.)
A rule with left-hand side f is also called a f-rule, or just f-rule if only f is of
interest. A top-down tree transducer as in the denition is total if R contains at least
one f-rule for every 2  and f2, and is deterministic if it contains at most one
f-rule for every such pair. It is linear if all right-hand sides of rules in R are linear in
X and nondeleting if the right-hand side of every f(k)-rule in R is nondeleting in Xk .
Finally, it is called producing if there are no rules with right-hand sides in  (X ) (i.e.,
if each application of a rule produces at least one output symbol) and one-producing
if all right-hand sides are elements of ( (X )) (i.e., if each application of a rule
produces exactly one output symbol).
The lemma below, which is the tree version of the well-known result saying that the
class of regular string languages is closed under generalised sequential machine maps,
will be useful.
Lemma 3.5 (cf. [35]). For every linear top-down tree transducer  and every regular
tree language L the image (L) of L under  is regular.
In this paper, top-down tree transducers will mainly be used as tree generators, i.e.,
we are mostly interested in the set L() of output trees 2 rather than in the computed
input{output relation. In this situation the input trees usually play the role of control
information that can be used to maintain dependencies between dierent branches of the
output tree. As an example, consider the top-down tree transducer =(s; ; f0g; R; 0)
where s= fs(1); 0(0)g; = f(2); a(0); b(0)g, and R= f0s! 0 0; 00! a; 00! bg. 3
Then, L() is the set of all fully balanced binary trees in T, which is a nonregular tree
language and is obtained by using the input tree as a kind of counter that determines
the depth of the output tree.
4. Collage grammars
In this section a formulation of collage grammars as tree-based picture generators
will be given and it will be shown that it is equivalent to the original denition. Collage
2 Recall that L()= (T), where  is the input signature of .
3 Due to the convention above, the occurrences of x1 are omitted in the right-hand sides since the input
signature s is monadic.
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grammars were introduced by Habel and Kreowski in [22] and their properties have
been studied in a variety of papers (see [12] and references listed therein). As their
name indicates, collage grammars generate picture languages which consist of so-called
collages. This notion is dened next.
Consider some arbitrary dimension d2N, which is supposed to be xed throughout
this section. A collage is a pair (PART; pin) where PART is a nite set of bounded
subsets of Rd and pin2 (Rd) is a sequence of points. The elements of the rst
component are called the parts of the collage and the points in the sequence pin are
its pin points. A collage (PART; ), i.e., one with an empty sequence of pin points,
will be identied with the set PART of parts in the following. A collage language is
a set L of collages such that pinC =pinC0 for all C; C0 2L.
Remark. The original denition of collages given in [22] allows also unbounded parts
and innite sets of parts to be used in collages. The restriction to nite sets of bounded
parts, which stems from more recent papers (cf. [8, 13]), has been adopted here be-
cause it seems natural. The results of this section do not depend on this restriction,
however.
Now, the idea behind collage grammars is to augment collages with nonterminal
place holders that can be replaced with other collages. These place holders are called
hyperedges. Each of them is attached to a nite sequence of points and carries a label.
A collage with such hyperedges in it is called a decorated collage.
Denition 4.1 (Decorated collage). A decorated collage is a tuple (PART, E, att,
lab, pin) where (PART, pin) is a collage, E is a nite set of hyperedges, att :E! (Rd)
is the attachment function, and lab :E!M assigns to every hyperedge e2E a label
lab(e)2M taken from a nite set M of labels.
For every label A and every sequence pin of pin points, (A; pin) and (A; pin)
denote the collages (;; feg; att; lab; pin) and (;; feg; att; lab; ), respectively, where
att(e)=pin and lab(e)=A.
In the following, a collage is considered as a decorated collage whose set of hyper-
edges is empty. Furthermore, the attribute decorated will usually be dropped, speaking
of collages also if, in fact, decorated collages are meant. If it is necessary to make a
distinction, a collage without hyperedges will be called an undecorated collage. The
ve components of a collage C are also denoted by PARTC; EC; attC ; labC; and pinC;
respectively. For a nite alphabet N; CN denotes the set of all collages C such that labC
has the form labC :EC!N , Thus C;, which will be abbreviated by C, denotes the set
of all undecorated collages. In order to dene hyperedge replacement formally, some
basic operations on collages are needed. Let C be a collage. For a set EEC of hyper-
edges, C−E denotes their deletion from C, i.e., C−E=(PARTC; ECnE; att; lab; pinC)
where att and lab are the restrictions of attC and labC to ECnE. If C0 is a second
collage then C+C0=(PARTC [PARTC0 ; E; att; lab; pinC) where E is the disjoint union
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of EC and EC0 , 4 and for all e2E
att(e) =
(
attC(e) if e 2 EC
attC0(e) otherwise
and lab(e) =
(
labC(e) if e 2 EC;
labC0(e) otherwise:
Note that a is associative, but it does not commute in general because C + C0 in-
herits the pin points of C. For collages C; C1; : : : ; Ck the sum C + C1 +    + Ck
is abbreviated as C +
Pk
i=1 Ci. Finally, if a is an ane transformation on Rd then
a(C)= (a(PARTC); EC; att; labC; a(pinC)) where att(e)= a(attC(e)) for all e2EC .
Consider a collage C, pairwise distinct hyperedges e1; : : : ; ek 2EC , and collages
C1; : : : ; Ck such that for every i2 [k] there is a unique ane transformation ai that
maps pinCi to attC(ei). In this case we denote by C[e1=C1; : : : ; ek =Ck ] the collage ob-
tained from C by replacing each of the hyperedges ei with the transformed collage
ai(Ci), i.e.,
C[e1=C1; : : : ; en=Ck ] = (C − E) +
kX
i=1
ai(Ci):
In the following the notation C[e1=C1; : : : ; ek =Ck ] is always meant to imply that the
conditions are satised, i.e., that for every i2 [k] there is a unique ane transformations
mapping pinCi to attC(ei).
Now, collage grammars and their generated languages can be dened.
Denition 4.2 (Collage grammar). A collage grammar (in Rd) is a system G=
(N; P; Z), where N is a nite set of hyperedge labels, PN  CN is a nite set of
productions, and Z 2CN is the start collage. For collages C; C0 we write C )P C0 (C
derives C0 using P) if there are hyperedges e1; : : : ; ek 2EC and productions (A1; R1); : : : ;
(Ak; Rk)2P such that C0=C[e1=R1; : : : ; ek =Rk ].
The collage language generated by G is L(G)= fC 2C jZ )P Cg.
Example 4.3. As an example, consider the collage grammar
G = (fS; Rg; f(S; CS); (S; C0S); (R; CR); (R; C0R)g; (S; pinCS ))
in R2, with right-hand sides of productions as depicted in Fig. 2. Here, hyperedges are
shown as labelled boxes which are connected to their attached points by lines, where
the order on the attached points is indicated by numbers. Pin points are indicated by
circles and are also numbered. Three collages from the language generated by this
collage grammar are shown in Fig. 3.
In the following, the languages generated by collage grammars are called context-
free collage languages. As a direct consequence of the denitions above, all collages
in such a collage language share their pin points { the reason being that they all inherit
4 If EC and EC0 are not disjoint, an implicit renaming is assumed to take place.
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Fig. 2. The right-hand sides of the productions used in Example 4.3.
Fig. 3. Some collages generated by the collage grammar of Example 4.3 (scaled down).
the pin points of the start collage of the generating grammar. Thus, a collage grammar
indeed generates a collage language as dened earlier in this section. Furthermore,
as the pin points of the start collage never play any role in the derivation process
it is clear that they can be chosen arbitrarily. In other words, if L is a context-free
collage language then f(PARTC; pin) jC 2Lg is context free, too, for every sequence
pin of pin points, which means that it is useless to distinguish between languages
which dier only in their sequences of pin points. Therefore, in the following two
collage languages L and L0 are considered to be equivalent, which is written L  L0,
if fPARTC jC 2Lg= fPARTC jC 2L0g.
An inconvenient property of collage grammars is that, intuitively, a production (A; R)
need not necessarily be applicable to an A-labelled hyperedge e in a derived collage C,
due to the fact that there need not always be a unique ane transformation a satisfying
a(pinR)= attC(e). There may in fact not be any such transformation, or there may be
innitely many of them. In order to prevent this unpleasant situation the following
notion of proper collage grammars is useful.
Denition 4.4 (Proper collage grammar; Habel and Kreowski [22]). A collage gram-
mar G=(N; P; Z) is proper if for every A2N there is a sequence pin(A) of pin points
such that
(i) pinR=pin(A) for all productions (A; R)2P,
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(ii) for every production (A; R)2P and each hyperedge e2ER there is a unique ane
transformation a such that a(pin(labR(e)))= attR(e), and
(iii) Z has the form (A0; pin(A0)) for some A0 2N .
G is uniformly proper if it is proper and there is a sequence pinG of pin points such
that pin(A)=pinG for all A2N .
The following result, which is basically from [22], states that every collage gram-
mar can eectively be transformed into a uniformly proper collage grammar without
aecting the generated language (up to equivalence).
Lemma 4.5. For every collage grammar G one can eectively construct a uniformly
proper collage grammar G0 such that L(G0)  L(G).
Proof. It is known from [22] that the lemma holds if we omit the attribute \uniformly".
Thus, it can be assumed that G=(N; P; Z) is proper. Furthermore, the assertion obvi-
ously holds if L(G)= ;, so let us assume that L(G) 6= ;.
Let Z =(A0; pin(A0)) and dene pinG0 =pin(A0). Since L(G) 6= ; it follows that
at least one production (A0; R) applies to the hyperedge in Z , which means that there
is a unique ane transformation that maps pinG0 to itself. In other words, the identity
is the unique ane transformation a satisfying a(pinG0)=pinG0 . As a well-known
consequence, each ane transformation is uniquely determined by the image of pinG0
under this transformation.
Consider a collage C2CN such that for every e2EC there is a unique ane transfor-
mation ae satisfying ae(pin(labC(e)))= attC(e). For such a collage C dene
C =(PARTC; EC; att; labC; pinG0), where att(e)= ae(pinG0) for all e2EC .
Now, dene G0=(N; P0; Z), where P0= f(A; R) j (A; R)2Pg. By the observation con-
cerning pinG0 made above, G0 is proper. Furthermore, it follows by a straightforward
induction on the length of derivations that, for every collage C 2CN ; Z )P C if and
only if Z )P0 C, which means that L(G0)= f C jC 2L(G)g=L(G).
In the following, whenever a uniformly proper collage grammar G=(N; P; Z) is
considered, (A; pinG) will be abbreviated by A for all A2N .
The results of this section will mainly turn out to be consequences of the so-called
context-freeness lemma for collage grammars.
Lemma 4.6 (Context-freeness lemma, Habel and Kreowski [22]). Let G=(N; P; Z) be
a uniformly proper collage grammar and consider some A2N; C 2CN ; and n2N.
There is a derivation A )n+1C if and only if C =R[e1=C1; : : : ; ek =Ck ] for some pro-
duction (A; R)2P and collages C1; : : : ; Ck such that ER=fe1; : : : ; ekg and labR(ei) )ni
Ci for every i2 [k]; where
P
i2[k] ni= n.
Notice that the expression R[e1=C1; : : : ; ek =Ck ] in the lemma is never undened, due
to the fact that G is assumed to be proper.
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In order to translate the concept of collage grammars into the tree-based framework
one has to make two choices. On the syntactic level a class of tree generators must be
chosen while on the semantic level an appropriate algebra Pc must be found. Consider
the semantic aspect rst. The objects dealt with should of course be collages. However,
since hyperedges and pin points merely play a technical role in the denition of the
derivation process they turn out to be superuous. Therefore, let Pc be the set of all
undecorated collages in Rd without pin points, i.e., Pc consists of all nite sets of
bounded subsets of Rd. Bearing in mind the context-freeness lemma it is not hard to
determine the required set of operations. For this, if a1; : : : ; ak are ane transforma-
tions on Rd, let hha1    akii denote the k-ary function F :}(Rd)k!}(Rd) such that
F(p1; : : : ; pk)= a1(p1) [    [ ak(pk) for all p1; : : : ; pk Rd. F is extended to Pkc in
the canonical way, i.e., F(C1; : : : ; Ck)= a1(C1)[  [ak(Ck) for C1; : : : ; Ck 2Pc, where
ai(Ci) = fai(p) jp2Cig.
Now, the collage algebra Pc is the c-algebra with domain Pc such that c consists
of
 all operations hha1    akii, where a1; : : : ; ak are ane transformations, and
 all elements of Pc, viewed as constants.
Finally, it is probably already clear to the reader that the regular tree grammar is the
tree-generating device which must be chosen on the syntactic level (cf. the seminal
paper [26] by Mezei and Wright).
Denition 4.7 (Tree-based collage grammar). A tree-based collage grammar is a
tree-based picture generator of the form (g;Pc), where g is a regular tree grammar
and Pc is as dened above.
The following two lemmas show that the tree-based version of collage grammars is
indeed equivalent to the original one.
Lemma 4.8. For every collage grammar G there is a tree-based collage grammar g
such that L(g)L(G).
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that G=(N; P; A0) is a uniformly proper
collage grammar. Than g=(N; ; P0; A0) can be constructed as follows.
If (A; R) is a production in P with ER= fe1; : : : ; ekg (where ei 6= ej for i 6= j) then
P0 contains the production
A! hhid a1 : : : akii[PARTR; labR(e1); : : : ; labR(ek)]
and  contains the constant PARTR and the operation hhid a1 : : : akii, where id is the
identical transformation and, for all i2 [k]; ai is the unique ane transformation such
that ai(pinG)= attR(ei).
Consider a collage C 2C and a derivation A )nP C. By the context-freeness lemma
there is a production (A; R)2P with ER= fe1; : : : ; ekg such that C =R[e1=C1; : : : ; ek =Ck ]
for some collages C1; : : : ; Ck , where labR(ei) )niP Ci with ni<n for all i2 [k].
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Thus, there is a corresponding production A!F[PARTR; A1; : : : ; Ak ] in P0, where
F = hhid a1    akii and Ai= labR(ei) for all i2[k]. Assuming as the induction hypothe-
sis that there exist derivations Ai!g ti for some trees ti such that val(ti)=PARTCi , it
follows that there is a derivation A!g F[PARTR; t1; : : : ; tk ]. Furthermore,
PARTC = PARTR [
S
i2[k]
ai(PARTCi)
= PARTR [
S
i2[k]
ai(val(ti))
= F(PARTR; val(t1); : : : ; val(tk))
= val(F[PARTR; t1; : : : ; tk ]):
In particular, for every derivation A0 )nP C it follows that there is some tree t 2L(g)
such that val(t)=PARTC C.
As for the converse, suppose there exists a derivation A!g F[PARTR; A1; : : : ; Ak ]
!g F[PARTR; t1; : : : ; tk ], where F and R are as above. Assuming as the induction
hypothesis that we have Ai )P Ci for all i2 [k], where Ci=(val(ti); pinG), it fol-
lows that A )P C where C =R[e1=C1; : : : ; ek =Ck ]. Furthermore, by the same equation
as above, PARTC = val(F[PARTR; t1; : : : ; tk ]) and, of course, pinC =pinG. Thus, for
every tree t 2L(g) there is a derivation A0 )P C such that C PARTC = val(t).
Thus, altogether it follows that L(g)L(G), as asserted in the lemma.
Lemma 4.9. For every tree-based collage grammar g there is a collage grammar G
such that L(G)L(g).
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that g=(N; ; P; A0) is in normal form.
Choose an arbitrary sequence pin of pin points such that the identity is the unique ane
transformation that maps pin to itself, and construct a collage grammar G=(N; P0;
(A0; pin)) by dening P0 as follows.
 For every production A!hha1    akii[A1; : : : ; Ak ] in P; P0 contains the production
(A; (;; fe1; : : : ; ekg; att; lab; pin)), where att(ei)= ai(pin) and lab(ei)=Ai for all
i2 [k].
 For every production A!C in P (C 2Pc) P0 contains the production
(A; (C;pin)).
To complete the proof, apply the construction in the proof of Lemma 4.8 to G in
order to obtain an equivalent tree-based collage grammar g0. Due to the construction
of G and g0 it should be clear that g0 is obtained from g by replacing every production
A!hha1    akii[A1; : : : ; Ak ] with A!hhid a1 : : : akii[;; A1; : : : ; Ak ] and every production
A!C in P (where C 2Pc) with A!hhidii[C]. Obviously, this means L(g0)=L(g),
which completes the proof of the lemma since L(G)L(g0).
Combining Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 the main theorem of this section is obtained.
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Fig. 4. A collage language that can be generated using a suitable context-free tree grammar.
Theorem 4.10. Let L be a collage language. There is a collage grammar G such that
LL(G) if and only if LL(g) for some tree-based collage grammar g.
The tree-based formulation of collage grammar makes it possible to dene generali-
sations (or restrictions) in an easy way. Clearly, on the syntactic level one can replace
regular tree grammars by more powerful devices like, for example, context-free tree
grammars. This is exploited in the following example in order to generate a collage
language that cannot be generated by an ordinary collage grammar (cf. [13] for a proof
of the latter).
Example 4.11. The aim is to generate the collage language shown in Fig. 4, which
consists of L-shaped approximations of a tiling presented in [21]. The problems are
twofold. Intuitively, each of the collages (except the rst) is a composition of four
suitably shifted and rotated copies of its predecessor. This indicates that one has to
use an operation F = hha1a2a3a4ii of arity 4. However, the amount by which F has to
translate three of its arguments is not xed { it depends on the derivation step. As a
consequence, an innity of such operations would be needed in the naive approach.
Furthermore, the second problem, all four arguments of F should be equal. This means
that the tree generator should only generate fully balanced trees, which cannot be done
by a regular tree grammars. This is possible using a context-free tree grammar, however.
Moreover, in order to solve the rst problem one may use two operations. F is dened
in such a way that the four arguments are scaled down by the factor 1=2 so that, using
only F , the collages do not grow. Instead, their inner structure gets ner and ner.
An additional operation S of arity 1 which enlarges its argument by the factor 2 is
then used to scale the resulting collage appropriately. The nonterminal that generates
the tree has rank 1. It produces a chain of S symbols above and a balanced tree of F
symbols of the same height below itself.
To make this precise, let = fF (4); S(1); C(0)gc where C is the collage consisting
of a single polygon with corners (0; 0); (1; 0); (1; 0:5); (0:5; 0:5); (0:5; 1), and (0,1), S is
a scaling by the factor 2, and F is given as follows. It scales all four arguments by
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the factor 1=2. In addition, arguments two and three are rotated by 90 and −90 5
and translated by (1,0) and (0,1), respectively. The fourth argument is translated by
(1=4; 1=4) (in addition to the scaling).
Finally, let g=(fA(1); A(0)0 g; ; P; A0) where
P = fA0 ! A[C];
A[x1] ! x1;
A[x1] ! S[A[F[x1; x1; x1; x1]]]g:
L(g) consists of all trees in T of the form tS <tF =, where tS 2TfSg(X1) is nondeleting
in X1 and tF 2TfF;Cg is a fully balanced tree of the same height as tS . Consequently,
the generated collages are those indicated in Fig. 4, as intended.
Another interesting possibility is to use more powerful algebras, i.e., to extend tree-
based collage grammars on the semantic level. One may, for instance, consider oper-
ations hhf1   fnii where the fi are not necessarily ane transformations. Obviously,
such an extension does not provide any diculty { one just has to choose the desired
algebra. This may be interesting to notice because the original denition of collage
grammars makes sense only if the considered class of transformations satises certain
requirements. This is caused by the fact that transformations are determined implic-
itly by the (nitely many) attached points of hyperedges. Thus, it must be possible
to determine a transformation uniquely by xing the images of nitely many points.
Furthermore, as pointed out in [22], in order to ensure that the grammars behave nicely
one should require that the class of transformations forms a group or at least a semi-
group (where composition of transformations is taken as the group operation). This is
needed in order to ensure that the transformed hyperedges resulting from a replace-
ment step still determine a unique admissible transformation. In the setting proposed
here these diculties have disappeared. Of course, considering operations hhf1   fnii
which contain nonane transformations is not the only extension that one may think
of. One could, for instance, add operations that build the intersection of two collages,
or the dierence. Another interesting possibility is to use coloured parts and to provide
operations that allow to change the colours of the parts of an argument collage in some
way.
5. Iterated function systems
The second notion to be translated into the tree-based framework is probably the
most popular one among the four considered here: the iterated function system (IFS)
and its generalisations (see [2, 27] for references). Roughly speaking, an IFS is a nite
collection of contracting transformations on a Hilbert space. These transformations are
5 If not explicitly stated otherwise, rotation always means rotation about the origin.
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iteratively applied to an initial picture, always taking the union of the transformed
pictures after each step, so that a sequence of pictures is obtained. IFSs are restricted
to contracting transformations in order to ensure that the generated sequence converges
towards an attractor (cf. the \contraction mapping principle" [2, 27]). Although in this
paper we shall mainly be interested in the sequence of pictures generated rather than
in the attractor, we shall keep the restriction to contracting transformations. However,
for simplicity we shall consider the space (Rd; dist), where dist is the usual Euclidean
distance measure, and the set of all ane transformations on Rd. The proofs do not rely
on these assumptions and thus work without modication for arbitrary Hilbert spaces
and transformations. Usually, in fractal geometry (which is the eld IFSs come from)
pictures are compact (i.e., bounded and closed 6 ) non-empty subsets of the considered
Hilbert space. Therefore, in this section we shall mainly consider the compact nonempty
subsets of Rd. This set is well known to be closed under ane transformations.
Let contr(d) denote the set of all contracting ane transformations on Rd, where a
transformation a is contracting if there is some c2R; 06 c< 1, such that dist(a(x);
a(y))6 cdist(x; y) for all x; y2Rd. Every sequence w= a1  ak 2 contr(d) yields an
operation Hw on }(Rd), the Hutchinson operator determined by w, which is dened by
Hw(p)= a1(p)[    [ ak(p) (see [2, 27, 4, 5] for this denition and the following ones).
There are mainly three types of IFSs one can encounter in the literature: the ordinary
IFS, the IFS with condensation, and the mutually recursive function system (MRFS
[4, 5], called hierarchical IFS in [27]). In order to obtain a comprehensive translation
of these three types of IFSs we shall consider a combination of the latter two, namely
MRFSs with condensation.
Denition 5.1 (MRFS with condensation). Let n2N+. A mutually recursive function
system (MRFS) with condensation of rank n is a pair I =(M; c) where
(i) M is an nn matrix (mi; j)16i; j6n such that mi; j 2 contr(d) for all i; j2 [n],
(ii) c=(c1; : : : ; cn) is an n-tuple (or vector) of compact (but possibly empty) subsets
of Rd called condensation sets, and
(iii) at least one of the sequences mi;1; : : : ; mi; n is nonempty for every i2 [n] for which
ci= ;.
The generalised Hutchinson operator HI :}(Rd)n!}(Rd) is dened as follows: For
every vector v=(v1; : : : ; vn)2}(Rd)n we dene HI (v)= (v01; : : : ; v0n), where v0i =
Hmi;1(v1)[    [Hmi; n(vn)[ ci for all i2 [n].
In the following, the rank of an MRFS I with condensation will be denoted by (I).
An MRFS I =(M; c) with condensation is
 an MRFS if c=(;; : : : ; ;),
 an IFS with condensation if (I)= 1 and
 an IFS if it is an MRFS of rank 1.
6 PRd is bounded if it is contained in a ball of nite radius and closed if the limit of every converging
sequence of points in P is in P, too.
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Fig. 5. The transformations used in Example 5.2.
Fig. 6. The picture language generated by the MRFS with condensation in Example 5.2 (scaled down).
Let I be an MRFS with condensation. An input vector for I is a (I)-tuple v of
compact nonempty subsets of Rd. Taking v as the starting point, I yields a sequence
SI (v; 0); SI (v; 1); : : : of pictures as follows: for every l2N; SI (v; l) is the rst com-
ponent of HlI (v). Thus, SI (v; l) is obtained by an l-fold application of HI to v and
afterwards projecting onto the rst component. It should be noticed that requirement
(iii) in Denition 5.1 ensures that HlI (v) is an input vector for every l2N, i.e., it
never contains the empty set as a component. The language generated by I with input
vector v is the set L(I; v)= fSI (v; l) j l2Ng. By the observation above, L(I; v) is a set
of compact and nonempty subsets of Rd.
Example 5.2. Dene an MRFS I =(M; c) with condensation as follows:
M =

a a0
a00 

where a; a0, and a00 are single transformations as indicated in Fig. 5, and both compo-
nents of c are given by the solid \star" in the gure. Fig. 6 shows some of the pictures
generated by I (namely SI (v; 0); SI (v; 2); : : : ; SI (v; 14)), taking the input vector v equal
to c.
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In order to see how L(I; v) can be generated in a tree-based way notice that the
ith component of Hl+1I (v) is obtained by taking the union of a suitable number of
individually transformed copies of the components of HlI (v). (For simplicity, let I be an
MRFS in this informal discussion, neglecting condensation.) To see where the diculty
lies, suppose one would like to use a regular tree grammar in order to generate the ith
component of the vector HlI (v) from a nonterminal Ai. Taking a union of transformed
copies is just what is done by the operations hha1    akii considered in the previous
section (now viewed as operations on subsets of Rd rather than on collages). By the
denition of HI , if HlI (v)= (p1; : : : ; pn) then the ith component of H
l+1
I (v) has the form
a1(pi1 )[    [ ak(pik ) for some a1; : : : ; ak 2 contr(d) and i1; : : : ; ik 2 [n]. One could thus
try to use the production Ai!hha1    akii[Ai1 ; : : : ; Aik ]. Furthermore, one should have
terminating productions Ai! vi for i2 [n], where vi is the ith component of v. Of
course, the initial nonterminal would be A1.
Such a grammar may seem to work ne a rst sight, but there is a problem: In gen-
eral, only the fully balanced trees generated by the grammar yield pictures in L(I; v).
More precisely, the fully balanced tree of depth l that can be generated from the non-
terminal Ai yields the ith component of HlI (v). Intuitively, this means that derivations
should be considered such that in each step
(a) all nonterminals are replaced in parallel and
(b) either the rening productions of the form Ai!F[Ai1 ; : : : ; Aik ], or the terminating
productions Ai! vi are applied to all nonterminals.
In other words, a particular kind of regulation akin to the one used in table-driven
L-systems must be added to the generation mechanism. It was shown in [16] (see also
Section 7) that top-down tree transducers are promising candidates to look at in such
situations. As discussed in Section 3 the input trees can be used as control information
in order to obtain the desired eect. In the present case, the input tree need only play
the role of a counter that determines the depth of the tree to be generated, similar
to the example considered in Section 3. It is therefore sucient to consider monadic
input trees of the form s[s[   s[0]   ]]. Of course, the choice of the symbols 0 and s
is rather arbitrary, but it is convenient to think of 0 as zero and of s as the successor
function on natural numbers.
Dene the algebra Pifs as follows. Pifs is the set of all compact and nonempty subsets
of Rd, and ifs is the signature that consists of
 all elements of Pifs as constants and
 all operations hha1    akii where a1; : : : ; ak 2 contr(d) for some k>1 (here, as men-
tioned above, hha1    akii is viewed as a k-ary operation on Pifs rather than on collages
as in the previous section).
For the following denition of tree-based IFSs, recall that a top-down tree transducer
is called producing if every right-hand side contains at least one output symbol.
Denition 5.3 (Tree-based IFS). A tree-based IFS is a tree-based picture generator
(ifs;Pifs) such that ifs is a total deterministic and producing top-down tree transducer
whose input signature is = fs(1); 0(0)g, and Pifs is as dened above.
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The following two lemmas show that the tree-based IFS is exactly as powerful as
the MRFS with condensation.
Lemma 5.4. For every MRFS I with condensation and every input vector v there is
a tree-based IFS ifs such that val(ifs(sl[0]))= SI (v; l) for all l2N.
Proof. Let I =((mi; j)16i; j6n; (c1; : : : ; cn)) for some n>1. In order to dene ifs, choose
an arbitrary transformation a2 contr(d) such that the inverse transformation a−1 ex-
ists. Now, let ifs=(s; ; f1; : : : ; ng; R; 1), where ifs is the signature of output
symbols occurring in the right-hand sides of rules in R and R is dened as follows.
For every i2 [n]; R contains the rule i0! vi and either the rule
is! hhmi;1   mi;naii[1; : : : ; 1| {z }
jmi;1j times
; : : : ; n; : : : ; n| {z }
jmi;nj times
; a−1(ci)]
if ci 6=? or, otherwise, the rule
is! hhmi;1   mi;nii[1; : : : ; 1| {z }
jmi;1j times
; : : : ; n; : : : ; n| {z }
jmi;nj times
]:
(Recall that the mi; j are sequences of transformations rather than single transformations,
so the arity of hhmi;1   mi; nii is the sum of the lengths of these sequences rather than
n. Notice also that the denition of MRFSs with condensation ensures that the arity is
at least 1 in the second case, i.e., the operation is indeed an element of ifs :)
As ifs is total, deterministic, and producing it is a tree-based IFS, and for all l2N
and i2 [n] there is a unique tree tli 2T such that isl[0]!ifs tli . Since 1 is the
initial state it follows that val(ifs(sl[0]))= val(tl1) for all l2N. Therefore, it suces
to show by induction on l that HlI (v) = (val(t
l
1); : : : ; val(t
l
n)). This is clear for l=0.
Now, assume that the equation holds for some l2N and let HlI (v)= (u1; : : : ; un) and
Hl+1I (v)= (u
0
1; : : : ; u
0
n). Then, assuming that ci 6= ;, it follows for i2 [n] that
u0i =Hmi;1(u1) [    [ Hmi;n(un) [ ci
= hhmi;1   mi;naii(u1; : : : ; u1| {z }
jmi;1j times
; : : : ; un; : : : ; un| {z }
jmi;nj times
; a−1(ci))
= hhmi;1   mi;naii(val(tl1); : : : ; val(tl1)| {z }
jmi;1j times
; : : : ; val(tln); : : : ; val(t
l
n)| {z }
jmi;nj times
; a−1(ci))
= val(hhmi;1   mi;naii[tl1; : : : ; tl1| {z }
jmi;1j times
; : : : ; tln; : : : ; t
l
n| {z }
jmi;nj times
a−1(ci)])
= val(tl+1i ):
the case ci= ; is similar. Thus, the proof is nished.
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Lemma 5.5. For every tree-based IFS ifs there is an MRFS I with condensation and
an input vector v such that SI (v; i)= val(ifs(si[0])) for all i2N.
Proof. Let ifs=(s; ;  ; R; 0). To begin with, notice that every right-hand side of
a rule in R which has the form hha1    arii[t1; : : : ; ti−1; hha01 : : : a0sii[t01; : : : ; t0s]; ti+1; : : : ; tr]
can be replaced with hha1    ai−1(ai  a01)    (ai  a0s)ai+1    arii[t1; : : : ; ti−1; t01; : : : ; t0s;
ti+1; : : : ; tr] without aecting the generated pictures. Therefore, one can assume without
loss of generality that all right-hand sides of rules in R which are not in Pifs have the
form
hha1    akii[1; : : : ; r ; p1; : : : ; pk−r]
for some r>1; a1; : : : ; ak 2 contr(d); 1; : : : ; r 2 , and p1; : : : ; pk−r 2Pifs.
Now, let n= j j and choose an arbitrary bijection state: [n]!  such that state(1)=
0. The MRFS I =((mi; j)16i; j6n; (c1; : : : ; cn)) with condensation is then dened as
follows. For every i2 [n], if the state(i)s-rule in R has the right-hand side p for some
p2Pifs then mi;1 =    =mi; n=  and ci=p. Otherwise, by the assumption above the
right-hand side has the form hha1    akii[1; : : : ; r ; p1; : : : ; pk−r]. In this case, mi; j is
the sequence of all as; s2 [r], such that s= state(j), and ci= hhai+1    akii(p1; : : : ;
pk−r). Finally, as for the input vector v, let v=(v1; : : : ; vn) where vi is the right-hand
side of the state(i)0-rule in R (which is an element of Pifs).
It remains to prove the following.
For all i2 [n] and l2N let tli denote the tree in T such that state(i)sl[0]!ifs tli .
Then it holds that HlI (v)= (val(t
l
1); : : : ; val(t
l
n)) for all l2N. (Notice that this
proves the lemma as tl1 = ifs(s
l[0]) for all l2N).
Proceed by induction on l. For l=0 there is nothing to show. Therefore, assume that
the claim holds for some l2N and let HlI (v)= (val(tl1); : : : ; val(tln))= (u1; : : : ; un). Then
Hl+1I (v) = (u
0
1; : : : ; u
0
n) where u
0
i = Hmi; j(u1)[    [Hmi; n(un)[ ci for all i2 [n]. Ac-
cording to the denition of I there are two cases. If the state(i)s-rule in R has the right-
hand side p for some p2Pifs then tl+1i =p and u0i =H(u1)[    [H(un)[p=p,
as required. Otherwise, suppose the right-hand side of this rule is hha1    akii[1; : : : ; r ;
p1; : : : ; pk−r]. Then it follows that
u0i =Hmi;1(u1) [    [ Hmi;n(un) [ ci
= hha1    arii(ustate−1(1); : : : ; ustate−1(r)) [ hhar+1    akii(p1; : : : ; pk−r)
= val(hha1    akii[tlstate−1(1); : : : ; tlstate−1(r); p1; : : : ; pk−r])
= val(tl+1i )
since
state(i)sl+1[0]!ifs hha1    akii[1sl[0]; : : : ; rsl[0]; p1; : : : ; pk−r]
!ifs hha1    akii[tlstate−1(1); : : : ; tlstate−1(r); p1; : : : ; pk−r]:
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Together, Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 yield the promised result.
Theorem 5.6. Let LPifs. There is an MRFS I with condensation and an input
vector v such that L(I; v)=L if and only if L=L(ifs) for some tree-based IFS ifs.
In the proofs of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 the number of states of the top-down tree
transducer equals the rank of the MRFS. Furthermore, in the top-down tree transducer
all right-hand sides of s-rules have the form hha1    akii[1; : : : ; k ], where 1; : : : ; k are
states, if and only if the condensation sets of I are empty. As a consequence, the
following corollary is obtained.
Corollary 5.7. Let LPifs
1. There is an MRFS I and an input vector v such that L(I; v)=L if and only if
L=L(ifs) for some tree-based IFS ifs which is nondeleting and one-producing.
2. There is an IFS I with condensation and some v2Pifs such that L(I; v)=L if and
only if L=L(ifs) for some tree-based IFS ifs having only one state.
3. There is an IFS I and some v2Pifs such that L(I; v)=L if and only if L=L(ifs)
for some tree-based IFS which is nondeleting and one-producing and has only one
state.
One can now think about extensions of MRFSs with condensation, obtained by
considering more general tree generators or more powerful algebras. As far as the
latter is concerned, similar to the case of collage grammars nonane transformations
may be considered, completely dierent operations like the intersection of pictures may
be added, and one could think about adding colour to MRFSs, together with some kind
of colour-changing operations.
Syntactically, there are lots of options, too. An obvious one is to allow for nonde-
terminism. Other interesting extensions are obtained by choosing more general input
signatures than s. The most \conservative" choice would be to consider arbitrary
monadic signatures. It is known from [16] that such an extension has a similar eect
as the introduction of tables in the theory of L-systems (see also Section 7). Thus,
one could call these systems tree-based table IFS.
Example 5.8. Let  = (fa(1); b(1); e(0)g; fF (4); f(2); c(0)g; fg; R; ), where
R = fe! c; a! F[; ; ; ]; b! f[L; ]g:
Here, c is the L-shaped polygon known from Example 4.11 and F is the operation
considered in that example. Furthermore, f = hhid; aii, where a is a scaling by 1=10
followed by a translation by (1=20; 1=20). In this way, the pictures in Fig. 7 are ob-
tained.
In order to extend tree-based IFSs further one may even drop all restrictions on
the input signature, thus allowing for symbols of arbitrary rank, as in the following
example.
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Fig. 7. Pictures from the language generated by  in Example 5.8.
Example 5.9. Consider the top-down tree transducer =(bin; ; fg; R; ) with bin=
fbin(2); a(1); b(1); e(0)g and = fG(4); F (2)1 ; F (2)2 ; line(0)g whose components are given as
follows.
The constant line is the straight line segment between the origin and the point (1,1).
Furthermore, G= hha0a1a2a3ii; F1 = hha0a2ii, and F2 = hha1a3ii, where each ai is a scaling
by 1=2 followed by a rotation of i  90 degrees about the centre (1=2; 1=2) of the unit
square. The set of rules is
R = fe ! line;
a ! F1[[x1]; [x1]];
b ! F2[[x1]; [x1]];
bin[x1; x2] ! G[[x1]; [x2]; [x1]; [x2]]g:
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As a result, one obtains pictures as shown in Fig. 8. In each picture of this language
the lower left and the upper right square are identical, as well as the lower right and the
upper left one. Moreover, this is continued in a recursive manner in the subsquares.
By contrast, there is no such correspondence between the lower left and the upper
left square, for instance. This is made possible by the binary symbol bin in the input
signature and the fact that the corresponding rule copies each of the two subtrees of
such a symbol twice. Dierent subtrees of the input tree yield dierent results while
identical copies yield identical pictures (due to the fact that the top-down tree transducer
is deterministic).
6. Chain-code grammars
In this section the notion of context-free chain-code grammars [25] 7 is translated into
the tree-based framework. Since only context-free chain-code grammars are considered
in this paper, the attribute \context-free" is dropped from now on. Roughly speaking, a
chain-code grammar is a context-free string grammar generating words whose letters are
interpreted as instructions to an imaginary plotter. The plotter reads the word from left
to right and draws a sequence of unit lines according to the instructions encountered.
Formally, for every point p=(x; y)2Z2 denote by u(p); d(p); l(p), and r(p) the
points (x; y + 1); (x; y − 1); (x − 1; y), and (x + 1; y), respectively. Thus, intuitively,
u; d; l, and r stand for up, down, left, and right, respectively. The straight line segment
joining two points p;p0 2R2 is denoted by line(p;p0). For a picture PR2 and a
point p2R2 the translation of P by p is given by transp(P)= fq+ p j q2Pg, where
+ is dened componentwise on R2.
A picture description is a word over the alphabet Acc = fu; d; l; r; " ; # g. Given a
symbol a2Acc and a plotter state 2PS =Z2f"; # g one obtains a new plotter
state psa() as follows. For (p; z)2PS
ps(p;z)(a) =
(
(p; a) if a 2 f"; #g
(a(p); z) otherwise:
Now, taking some =(p; z)2PS as the initial plotter state, every word w2Acc yields a
picture drawing(w)R2. If w=  then drawing(w)= ;. If w= av for some a2Acc
then drawing(av)= line(p; a(p))[drawingps(a)(v) if a2fu; d; l; rg and z =#, and
drawing(av)=drawingps(a)(v) otherwise. The picture drawing(w) denoted by w2Acc
is the one obtained by choosing ((0; 0); #) as the initial state: drawing(w)=
drawing((0;0); # )(w).
Denition 6.1 (Chain-code grammar; Maurer et al. [25]). A chain-code grammar is
a context-free Chomsky grammar G whose alphabet of terminal symbols is Acc. The
7 See also [6], where chain-code grammars are compared with collage grammars.
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Fig. 8. Pictures from the language generated by  in Example 5.9.
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Fig. 9. One of the pictures generated by the chain-code grammar G in Example 6.2.
chain-code picture language generated by G is the set Lcc(G)= fdrawing(w) jw2
L(G)g, where L(G) denotes the string language generated by G.
Example 6.2. Consider the chain-code grammar G=(fS; U; Dg; Acc; P; S), where P
consists of the productions 8
S ::= SS; S ::= U # D #;
U ::= ruUd; U ::= rur " d;
D ::= rdDu; D ::= rdr " u:
The string language L(G) consists of all nonempty words w1w01   wnw0n such that every
wi has the form ruru    r "d   d # and every w0i has the form rdrd    r " u    u # ,
each of them with as many u’s as d’s. One of the resulting pictures is shown in Fig. 9. 9
Notice that this is indeed only one element of the language, whose disconnectedness
is caused by the occurrences of " and # in the generated words.
For a formal investigation of chain-code grammars it is useful to extend ps to words
over Acc, which is done in the canonical way: ps()=  and ps(aw)=psps(a)(v) for
all a2Acc and w2Acc. As an abbreviation, we shall furthermore denote ps((0;0); # )(w)
by ps(w). The following lemma can be proved by a straightforward induction on the
length of words.
Lemma 6.3. For all w; w0 2Acc and 2PS the following hold.
(i) If 0=ps(w) then drawing(ww0)=drawing(w)[drawing0(w0) and ps(ww0)
=ps0(w0).
(ii) If =(p; z) and ps(w)= (p0; z0) then drawing(p+q; z)(w)= transq(drawing(w))
and ps(p+q; z)(w)= (p0 + q; z0) for all q2Z2.
The reader may perhaps already be able to imagine how an equivalent tree-based de-
nition can be obtained, especially if the symbols " and # are disregarded for a moment.
If a chain-code grammar contains a derivation S!A1A2! w then w is the concate-
nation of strings w1 and w2 such that wi is derived from Ai (i2f1; 2g). Intuitively, this
8 A string production (A; w) is denoted by A ::= w.
9 All gures in this section as well as in the next one are scaled to an appropriate size.
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means that drawing(w) is the concatenation of drawing(w1) and drawing(w2). Thus,
the most important operation on pictures will be their concatenation (cf. [25, Section
3]). However, in order to dene this as a binary operation on pictures it is necessary to
know where they end { and in particular where the rst one ends. In other words, the
rst component of the corresponding plotter state, which cannot be inferred from the
picture itself, is required. For instance, drawing(urd) and drawing(urdul) are identical
although, intuitively, their end points are dierent (and thus their concatenation with a
third picture should yield dierent results).
Therefore, dene the chain-code algebra Pcc as follows. Pcc is the set of all line
drawings, where a line drawing is a pair (P; p) such that p2R2 and P is a nite
union of lines of the form line(q; q0), where q; q0 2R2. cc consists of the following
operations on line drawings:
 the binary operation  which is dened by (P; p)  (P0; p0)= (P [ transp(P0); p+p0);
 the unary operation hide given by hide(P; p)= (;; p);
 the constants
u = (line((0; 0); (0; 1)); (0; 1));
r = (line((0; 0); (1; 0)); (1; 0));
d = (line((0; 0); (0;−1)); (0;−1));
l = (line((0; 0); (−1; 0)); (−1; 0));
 the constant =(;; (0; 0)) (which turns out to be convenient, but is in fact redun-
dant).
Remark. Obviously, the operations dened above can express only line drawings con-
sisting of unit lines between points in the grid Z2. Thus, the domain Pcc may seem
somewhat unexpectedly large. In the next section other operations on line drawings
will be considered, however. Furthermore, one could of course add further constants
to cc, yielding for example diagonal lines.
Finally, an appropriate class of tree generators must be chosen. Because of the
well-known relationship between regular tree grammars and context-free generation
mechanisms (that was also exploited in Section 4) it is quite clear that, again, the set
of regular tree grammars must be chosen.
Denition 6.4 (Tree-based chain-code grammar). A tree-based chain-code grammar
is a tree-based picture generator of the form (g;Pcc), where g is a regular tree grammar
and Pcc is as dened above.
In the following, for every line drawing D=(P; p) let pict(D) denote its underlying
picture P and end(D) its end point p. Furthermore, for a tree t 2Tcc ; pict(t) and
end(t) abbreviate pict(val(t)) and end(val(t)), respectively.
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As in the two previous sections, the equivalence of the chain-code grammar with its
tree-based version will be established by means of two lemmas, one for each direction.
For simplicity, both proofs make use of Lemma 3.3, but it would not be much more
dicult to use direct constructions.
Lemma 6.5. For every chain-code grammar G there is a tree-based chain-code gram-
mar g such that pict(L(g))=Lcc(G).
Proof. Without loss of generality it can be assumed that every word in L(G) has
the form w# for some w2Acc. Due to Lemma 3.3 there is a regular tree grammar
g0 = (N; ; P; S) with L0 =yield(L(g0))2Acc such that L0 =L(G). To prove the lemma,
a linear top-down tree transducer is constructed that translates every tree t 2T into a
tree t0 2Tcc such that pict(t0)=drawing(t). In order to handle the symbols # and "
correctly, a guess-and-verify strategy is used.
Let =(; cc;  ; R; ##), where  = f##; #"; "#; ""g and R consists of the rules
z0zkf! z0z1x1  z1z2x2  : : :  zk−1zk xk
for all f(k) 2 ; k>1; and all z0; : : : ; zk 2 f"; #g;
##a ! a for every a 2 fu(0); r(0); d(0); l(0); (0)g \ ;
""a ! hide[a] for every a 2 fu(0); r(0); d(0); l(0); (0)g \ ;
z" " !  for every z 2 f#(0); "(0)g \ ; and
z# # !  for every z 2 f#(0); "(0)g \ :
By Lemma 3.5, since  is linear it follows that (L(g0)) is a regular tree language.
Therefore, it remains to prove the following claim.
Let t 2T; w=yield(t), and 0 = (p0; z0)2PS.
(1) If ps0 (w)= (p; z) then there is a derivation z0zt! t0 for some t0 2Tcc such
that transp0 (pict(t
0))=drawing0 (w) and end(t
0)=p− p0.
(2) If there is a derivation z0zt! t0 for some z 2f#; "g and t0 2Tcc , then it holds
that transp0 (pict(t
0))=drawing0 (w) and ps0 (w)= (end(t
0) + p0; z).
Both parts are proved by induction on t. For t= a(0), where a2Acc [fg both (1) and
(2) follow directly from the denitions. Therefore, let t=f[t1; : : : ; tk ] for some f(k) 2
with k>1 and let wi=yield(ti) with i=(pi; zi)=psi−1 (wi) for every i2[n]. Then,
by Lemma 6.3, ps0 (w)= k and drawing0 (w)=
S
i2[k] drawingi−1 (wi).
(1) According to the induction hypothesis, for every i2 [k] one can nd a deriva-
tion zi−1zi ti! t0i such that end(t0i )=pi − pi−1 and transpi−1 (pict(t0i ))=
drawingi−1 (wi).
Therefore, consider the tree t0 resulting from the derivation
z0zk t! z0z1 t1  : : :  zk−1zk tk
!

t01  : : :  t0k = t0
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and let qi=
P
j2[i] end(t
0
j) for i=0; : : : ; k. Then qi=
P
j2[i]pj − pj−1 =pi − p0
for all i2 [k], which yields
drawing0 (w) =
S
i2[k]
drawingi−1 (wi)
=
S
i2[k]
transpi−1 (pict(t
0
i ))
=
S
i2[k]
transqi−1+p0 (pict(t
0
i ))
= transp0
 S
i2[k]
transqi−1 (pict(t
0
i ))
!
= transp0 (pict(t
0
1  : : :  t0k))
= transp0 (pict(t
0))
and end(t0)= qk =pk − p0, as required.
(2) According to the induction hypothesis the considered derivation z0zt! t0 must
have the form
z0zk t! z0z1 t1  : : :  zk−1zk tk
!

t01      t0k = t0;
for some z1; : : : ; zk 2f#; "g, where zk = z, end(t0i )=pi−pi−1, and drawingi−1 (wi)=
transpi−1 (pict(t
0
i )) for all i2 [k]. Thus, the same situation as in the proof of
part (1) is encountered, yielding again the required equations transp0 (pict(t
0))=
drawing0 (w) and ps0 (w)= k =(pk; zk)= (end(t
0) + p0; z).
Lemma 6.6. For every tree-based chain-code grammar g there is a chain-code gram-
mar G such that Lcc(G)=pict(L(g)).
Proof. Let = f(2); (0)g[ fa(0) j a2Accg and consider the total deterministic top-down
tree transducer =(cc; ;  ; R; visible) where  = fvisible; hiddeng and R consists of
the following rules:
 ! x1  x2 for  2  ;
 hide ! hidden x1 for  2  ;
visible a ! a for a 2 fu; r; d; l; g;
hidden a !" a # for a 2 fu; r; d; l; g:
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Using Lemmas 3.5 and 3.3 yield((L(g))) is a context-free language. Therefore, the
proof is nished as soon as the following can be shown.
Consider a derivation t! t0 for some 2 , t 2Tcc , and t0 2T, and let w=
yield(t0). Then ps(w)= (end(t); #) and
drawing(w) =
(
pict(t) if  = visible;
; otherwise:
Proceed by induction on t. For t 2fu; r; d; l; g the claim follows directly from the rules
and the denitions.
For t= hide[t1] the considered derivation has the form  hide[t1]! hidden t1! t0.
Thus ps(w)= (end(t1); #)= (end(t); #) and drawing(w)= ;= pict(t), using the induc-
tion hypothesis.
Finally, for t= t1  t2 the derivation has the form [t1  t2]! x1  x2! t01  t02 = t0.
Due to Lemma 6.3 and the induction hypothesis, since w= yield(t01)yield(t
0
2) it follows
that ps(w)= (end(t1) + end(t2); #)= (end(t); #). Furthermore,
drawing(w) =
(
pict(t1) [ transend(t1)(pict(t2)) = pict(t) if  = visible
; [ transend(t1)(;) = ; otherwise;
as required.
Together, Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6 prove that both systems are equivalent.
Theorem 6.7. Let LR2. There is a chain-code grammar G such that Lcc(G)=L if
and only if there is a tree-based chain-code grammar g such that pict(L(g))=L.
It should be pointed out that, as one can easily conclude from the proofs above, the
equivalence stated in the theorem holds as well if the operation hide is dropped, adding
instead the constants hide(u); hide(d); hide(l); hide(r) as \invisible" counterparts of
u; d; l; and r.
One can now study the chain-code algebra in connection with other classes of tree
generators, and in particular with more powerful ones like context-free tree grammars.
Let us rst discuss a few extensions on the semantic level, however. One of the obvious
possibilities is to enrich Pcc by further constants like, for example, the diagonal line
(line((0; 0); (1; 1)); (1; 1)). Obviously, this would increase the class of picture languages
that can be generated. In fact, one could even allow to use arbitrary constants of the
form (line(p;p0); p0) and investigate the languages that can be generated in this way.
Going one step beyond that, one could turn to three-dimensional pictures by adding
appropriate constants.
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Fig. 10. Some pictures generated by the grammar gmuddle.
Another extension of Pcc is motivated by looking at some typical fractals. Con-
sider, for example, the regular tree grammar gmuddle=(fU;D; L; Rg; cc; P; R), where P
consists of the productions
S ! R  D  L  U;
U ! L  U  R  U; U ! u;
D ! R  D  L  D; D! d;
R ! U  R  D  R; R! r;
L ! D  L  U  L; L! l:
At rst sight, these productions look perfectly nice, and one could expect that they
generate a language of well-structured curves, somewhat similar to the approximations
of a quadratic Koch island (cf. [28, Fig. 1.6]). However, due to the context-free type
of rewriting employed here, pictures like those shown in Fig. 10 are generated. The
reason why the generation of pictures by this grammar results in such a muddle is
that, in a typical derivation, some of the branches terminate earlier and others later.
Since all lines have the same length this means that some parts of the picture grow
and grow, whereas other parts stay small. Thus, the expected well-structured gures
(shown in Fig. 11) are among the generated pictures, but most of the pictures do not
even seem to be related to them.
Of course, one can overcome this problem by choosing other syntactic means. In
particular, top-down tree transducers whose input signature is s would be well-suited,
as we will see in the next section (cf. Example 7.2). However, then the typical non-
deterministic behaviour is lost. Is it possible to retain this behaviour and, in spite of
this fact, generate pictures with a comprehensible structure?
A possible solution is obtained by providing additional operations that allow to
reduce the size of a line drawing. In the literature this idea is often used in connection
with picture-generating L-systems (cf. [28]). Because of the phenomenon discovered
above it may be even more useful for chain-code grammars, however.
Let shrinkm be the unary operation on line drawings that scales its argument by the
factor 1=m, where m2N+. Now, add shrink2 to the signature of gmuddle and replace
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Fig. 11. Some of the few well-structured pictures in L(gmuddle).
the four nonterminating productions for R; L; U , and D with
U ! shrink2[L  U  R  U ];
D! shrink2[R  D  L  D];
R! shrink2[U  R  D  R];
L! shrink2[D  L  U  L]:
Thus, intuitively, every right-hand side is shrunk by a factor that compensates for its
growth with respect to the left-hand side (knowing that U;D; L, and R will nally be
replaced with u; d; l, and r, respectively). Now, the modied grammar yields pictures
like those shown in Fig. 12. As one can see, the inuence of nondeterminism has lost
its harm but is still visible. In general, it may of course be useful to consider separate
operations for vertical and horizontal scaling and to allow for arbitrary ratios.
As mentioned above, on the syntactic level one may, for instance, choose context-
free tree grammars in order to enhance the capabilities of chain-code grammars. An
example that makes use of this possibility is presented below.
Example 6.8. Consider the context-free tree grammar g=(fA(0)0 ; A(4); A0 (4)g; cc; P; A0)
where
P = fA0! A[r; d; l; u]  A[r; d; l; u];
A! x1  x2  A0[r  x1; d  x2; l  x3; u  x4];
A0! x3  x4  A[r  x1; d  x2; l  x3; u  x4]g:
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Fig. 12. Pictures generated with the help of the operation shrink2.
Intuitively, the nonterminals A and A0 build in their direct subtrees four lines, one for
each direction. In every step each of these lines is elongated by one unit. Thus, each
of the two nonterminals will produce a spiral growing to the outside. Since both spirals
are concatenated the second has its centre where the rst ends, i.e., at the upper left
corner of the rst. Some of the resulting pictures are shown in Fig. 13.
7. 0L-systems with turtle interpretation
The turtle interpretation of strings generated by context-free Lindenmayer systems
(0L-systems, for short) provides another way of generating picture languages (cf. [28])
which is based on the generation and interpretation of strings. Similar to the chain-code
formalism, a string is interpreted as a sequence of instructions to a drawing device {
the \turtle" known from the programming language LOGO [1].
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Fig. 13. Pictures generated by the use of a context-free tree grammar in Example 6.8.
A 0L-system (see [23] for an introduction and further references) is a triple G=
(A; P; w0); where A is a nite alphabet, PAA is a nite set of productions
such that for every a2A there is some production a ::=w in P, and w0 2A is the
axiom. For w= a1    an let w)G w0 if there are a1 ::=w1; : : : ; an ::=wn in P such that
w0=w1   wn. The language generated by G is L(G)= fw2A jw0)G wg. Thus, in
contrast to context-free Chomsky grammars parallel derivations are considered and
there is no distinction between terminal and nonterminal words { all derivable words
are elements of the language. The 0L-system G is deterministic if there is only one
production in P whose left-hand side is a, for every a2A.
Now, let us turn to the turtle interpretation of strings, which is somewhat similar
to the chain-code interpretation considered in the previous section. It is based on six
instructions F, f, +, −, [, and ] that can be used to draw a picture by an imaginary
turtle creeping over the paper. The only symbol that actually causes the turtle to draw
something is F. This symbol makes the turtle move one unit into the current direction,
thereby drawing a line. The symbol f results in the same movement, but without
drawing a line. When the symbol + or − is encountered, the turtle changes its current
direction by turning about a xed angle 0 counterclockwise or clockwise, respectively.
Finally, [ makes it save the current position and direction on a stack while ] lets it
return to the state popped from the stack.
As in the chain-code case one has to maintain state information in order to dene
this behaviour properly. One has to keep track of the current position and direction as
well as of the stack of saved states. Therefore, let TS0 denote the set of all pairs (p; )
such that p is a point in R2 and  is an angle, and let TS denote the set of all triples
(p; ; s) such that (p; )2TS0 and s2TS0 .
In order to dene the turtle interpretation of words, x an arbitrary angle 0. For an
angle  and a point p2R2 let rot(p) denote the point obtained by rotating p by 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about the origin (counterclockwise for positive ). Furthermore, let forward(p)=p+
rot(0; 1). Thus, forward(p) denotes the point reached from p by going one unit into
the direction determined by , where =0 means \upwards".
Now, for a symbol a and a state 2TS, dene a new state ts(a) as follows. If
=(p; ; s) then
ts(a) =
8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:
(forward(p); ; s) if a 2 fF; fg;
(p;  0; s) if a =  2 f+;−g;
(p; ; (p; )s) if a = [;
(p0; 0; s0) if a = ] and s = (p0; 0)s0;
(p; ; s) otherwise:
Notice that the last case takes eect if a =2fF; f ;+;−; [; ]g, but also if a= ] and s= .
The denitions that one can nd in the literature are usually somewhat unclear con-
cerning the latter point.
Now, for an initial state 2TS the turtle interpretation of a word w yields a picture
drawing(w)R2 as follows. If w=  then drawing(w)= ;. For w= av, where a is
a single symbol, if =(p; ; s) and 0= ts(a)= (p0; 0; s0) then drawing(av)= line
(p;p0)[ drawing0(v) if a=F and drawing(av)= drawing0(v) otherwise.
The picture denoted by a word w is the one obtained by choosing ((0; 0); 0; )
as the initial state: drawing(w)= drawing((0;0);0;)(w). Notice that, according to these
denitions, all symbols that have no special meaning are just disregarded during the
construction of drawing(w). The notation drawing(w) is slightly ambiguous, of course,
since the same notation was used for the chain-code interpretation in the previous
section, but this ambiguity should not lead to confusion.
Again, it is useful to extend ts to words in the canonical way: ts()=  and
ts(aw)= tsts(a)(w) for all symbols a and words w. Furthermore, let ts(w) abbreviate
ts((0;0);0;)(w). A word w is said to be properly parenthesized (with respect to [ and
]) if there are equally many left and right brackets in w, and every prex w0 of w
contains at least as many left brackets as right brackets.
Denition 7.1 ((Local) turtle 0L-system). A 0L-system G=(A; P; w0) is called a
turtle 0L-system if P=P0 [fa ::= a j a2f+;−; [; ]gg for some set P0 of productions
whose left-hand sides are in Anf+;−; [; ]g. The productions in P0 are called the signif-
icant ones. G is said to be local if
(1) w0 as well as the right-hand sides of signicant productions are properly paren-
thesized and
(2) for every signicant production a ::=w with ts(w)= (p; ; s) it holds that =0.
The picture language generated by a turtle 0L-system G is
Lti(G) = fdrawing(w) jw 2 L(G)g:
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Fig. 14. Pictures generated by the turtle 0L-system in Example 7.2.
Example 7.2. Let 0 = 60 and consider the turtle 0L-system G=(fA;F; f ;+;−; [; ]g;
P; w0) where w0 =F[A]−−F[A]−−F[A] and P contains, in addition to the obligatory
productions a ::= a for a2f+;−; [; ]g the productions
F ::= F + f [A]−−F + f ;
f ::= F + f [A]−−F + f ;
A ::= +F− FA:
The example is derived from the well-known turtle 0L-system that generates the so-
called snowake curve (cf. [28, Fig. 1:1]). As one can see in Fig. 14 the modication
is twofold. First, instead of taking only F, the symbols F and f are used alternately.
This produces the broken shape. Second, the curve is extended by the \tentacles" which
are produced by the additional symbol A. Notice the use of [ and ] in order to ensure
that the latter extension does not disturb the generation of the overall structure of the
curve. Obviously, the system is local.
In the following, only local turtle 0L-systems will be considered. In fact, it seems that
turtle 0L-systems which violate condition (1) cannot be translated into the framework
discussed here very nicely. Condition (2) is somewhat less important (see the remark
after Lemma 7.3). Both conditions are quite natural, however. Concerning (1) one may
rightfully say that the possibility to use productions like F ::= ]F[F[ is just accidentally
caused by the fact that strings are employed to denote pictures, which requires to encode
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the eect of [  ] by two separate symbols that should actually only be allowed to occur
pairwise. In fact, the author is not aware of any example in the literature which cannot
be generated using properly parenthesized right-hand sides.
In a turtle 0L-system that violates (2) a local replacement can produce global ef-
fects (which is usually considered an undesirable property in formal language theory).
If, for example, the productions F ::= F and f ::=+ are applied to the string FFfFFF
then the part of the picture corresponding to the second half of the string is turned
by 0. The denition of turtle 0L-systems, and in particular the fact that it requires
+ and − to rewrite to themselves, seems to indicate that such a behaviour is not
intended. In fact, unless (2) is required the assumption that + and − rewrite only
to themselves is quite useless. Consider the production + ::=F−, for example. Its
eect can be obtained as well by generating strings in which every + is followed
by a new symbol a+ and every − by an a−, and then using the allowed produc-
tions + ::=+ and a+ ::= − F − a−. Here, the rst − in the right-hand side is used
to compensate for the + that one cannot get rid of. It should therefore be justied
to concentrate on turtle 0L-systems which satisfy the locality conditions, in the fol-
lowing. Future work should compare local turtle 0L-systems with general ones, how-
ever.
The following lemma is an easy consequence of the denitions. The straightforward
inductive proof is omitted.
Lemma 7.3. For all words w; w0 with ts(w)= (p; ; ) and ts(w0)= (p0; 0; );
ts(ww0)= (p + rot(p0);  + 0; ) and drawing(ww0)= drawing(w)[ transp(rot
(drawing(w0))).
In order to obtain an equivalent type of tree-based picture generators, as in the pre-
vious section the objects considered are line drawings and the most important operation
is their concatenation.
Remark. One could drop part (2) of the locality conditions at the expense of consid-
ering line drawings extended by an angle as a third component. Then the concatenation
operation would have to rotate its second argument by the angle that the rst argument
species. However, while it seems quite natural to consider line drawings having an
end point the addition of an angle is probably somewhat articial.
Dene the turtle algebra Pti as follows. Pti is the set of all line drawings and ti
consists of
 the binary concatenation operation  as dened in Section 6;
 the unary operations turn+ and turn− dened by turn+(P; p)= (rot−0 (P); rot0 (p))
and turn−(P; p)= (rot−0 (P); rot−0 (p)) for every line drawing (P; p);
 the unary operation enc (\encapsulate") which is dened by enc(P; p)= (P; (0; 0))
for every line drawing (P; p);
 the constants F =(line((0; 0); (0; 1)); (0; 1)); f=(;; (0; 1)), and =(;; (0; 0)).
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Thus, ti is quite closely related to cc, the dierences being that
 it contains an \invisible line" f but no operation hide,
 instead of providing individual constants for the possible directions it allows to rotate
line drawings, and
 it contains the operation enc, for which nothing equivalent can be found in cc.
Due to the parallel derivation mode of 0L-systems it turns out that the appropriate type
of tree generators is the total top-down tree transducer. Thus, we obtain the following
denition.
Denition 7.4 (Tree-based turtle system). A tree-based turtle system is a tree-based
picture generator (;Pti) such that  is a total top-down tree transducer whose input
signature is s, and Pti is as dened above.
In order to prove that these choices indeed yield a tree-based equivalent of local
turtle 0L-systems the major problem is that the tree-based version contains two dierent
sorts of rules, namely s- and 0-rules. Intuitively, this makes it possible to distinguish
between the rst n − 1 (parallel) steps and the last one. By contrast, 0L-systems
cannot distinguish between steps which are terminating and those which are not. Every
sentential form produced by a derivation is an element of the language. It is therefore
convenient to consider a subclass  of tree generators in which the 0-rules and the
s-rules are related in a particular way.
In the following, let  denote the set of all tree-based turtle systems =(s; ti;  ; R;
0) such that the following hold:
(i) fF; fg ; 10
(ii) all right-hand sides of s-rules in R are elements of TtinfF; fg( (X )) (i.e., the output
symbols F(0) and f (0) do not occur in s-rules);
(iii) the set of 0-rules in R is the set of all rules 0!’(r) for which s! r is an
s-rule in R, where for all t 2Tti( (X ))
’(t) =
8>><
>>:
g[’(t1); : : : ; ’(tk)] if t = g[t1; : : : ; tk ] for some g 2 ti;
 if t = x1 for some  2 fF; fg;
 if t = x1 for some  2  nfF; fg;
(iv) there is exactly one 0s-rule in R.
The following lemma states that no loss of picture-generating power is implied by
restricting tree-based turtle systems to the class .
Lemma 7.5. For every tree-based turtle system  there is a tree-based turtle system
2 such that L()=L(). The corresponding construction preserves determinism.
10 Notice that the rank of F and f in ti is 0 while it is 1 in  . Thus, no conict arises.
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Proof. Let =(s; ti;  ; R; 0). Without loss of generality it can be assumed that
F; f =2  (which can easily be achieved via a renaming of states) and all right-hand
sides of s-rules are elements of TtinfF;fg( (X )). If the latter is not satised, just re-
place every g2fF; fg in a right-hand side of an s-rule with g, where g is a new state,
and add the rules gs! g and g0! g. Furthermore, it can be assumed that there is
only one 0s-rule and only one 00-rule in R. If not, add a new state 00, make it the
initial one, and add the rules 00s! 0 and 000! r, where r is the right-hand side of an
arbitrarily chosen 00-rule in R. Obviously, this has no eect on the generated picture
language.
Now, let =(s; ti;  [fF; fg; R0; 0) where R0 is constructed as follows. R0 con-
tains the rules Fs! ; f s! ; F0! , and f0! . Furthermore, for every 2  and
every pair of rules s! r1 and 0! r2 in R; R0 contains
 the rule s! r1  r02, where r02 is obtained from r2 by replacing every g2fF; fg with
gx1, and
 the rule 0!’(r1  r02)=’(r1)  r2.
Let r1; r2, and r02 be as above. Then the assumption F; f =2   implies ’(r1)2TtinfF; fg
and hence val(’(r1))= (;; (0; 0)). This shows that we have val(’(r1  r02))= val(’(r1) 
r2)= val(r2). Furthermore, there is a unique tree t 2Tti such that r02<sn[0]=!0 t for
all n2N. This tree is in TtinfF; fg and thus satises val(t)= (;; (0; 0)). Using these
two facts, it follows by an obvious induction on n2N that, for all line drawings D
and all states 2 ; sn[0]! t for some tree t 2Tti with val(t)=D if and only if
sn[0]!0 t0 for some tree t0 2Tti with val(t0)=D. In particular, L()=L(), which
completes the proof.
Intuitively, due to the special form of the rules in 2 the 0-rules can be discarded.
This is made precise by the lemma below.
Lemma 7.6. For all =(s; ti;  ; R; 0)2
L() = f’(t) j t 2 Tti( (X )) and 0sn+1[x1] !

t for some n 2 Ng:
Proof. Let Rs and R0 be the set of s- and 0-rules of , respectively. By the denition
of , all derivations in  have the form
0sn[0]!Rs t0<10; : : : ; m0=
!R0 t0<’(r1); : : : ; ’(rm)=;
for some m; n2N, where t0 2TtinfF; fg(X ) and (is! ri)2Rs for all i2 [m]. Such a
derivation exists if and only if
0sn+1[x1]!Rs t0<1s[x1]; : : : ; ms[x1]=
!Rs t0<r1; : : : ; rm=:
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Therefore, a tree t 2Tti is an element of L() if and only if there is a derivation
0sn+1[x1]
!
Rs
t0<r1; : : : ; rm=
such that t= t0<’(r1); : : : ; ’(rm)=, for some t0 2TtinfF; fg(X ) and right-hand sides r1; : : : ;
rm of s-rules in Rs.
By the denition of ’; t0<’(r1); : : : ; ’(rm)==’(t0<r1; : : : ; rm=) since t0 2TtinfF; fg, i.e.,
since the output symbols F and f do not occur in t0. Thus, the proof is complete.
Now, consider a tree-based turtle system =(s; ti;  ; R; 0)2 such that, with-
out loss of generality, f+;−; [; ]g =2 . In order to convert  into an equivalent turtle
0L-system the main thing to do is to transform the rules into an appropriate set of pro-
ductions. This is done in a rather straightforward way, taking the states as symbols to
be replaced. The right-hand sides of productions will be obtained from the right-hand
sides of s-rules using the following mapping str which transforms trees in Tti( (X ))
into strings. For every t 2Tti( (X )) dene
str(t) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
str(t1)str(t2) if t = t1  t2;
+str(t1)− if t = turn+[t1];
−str(t1)+ if t = turn−[t1];
[str(t1)] if t = enc+[t1];
t if t 2 fF; fg;
 if t = x1 for some  2  ;
 if t = :
The following lemma states that, intuitively, str preserves the meaning of its input trees
and it does not make a dierence whether ’ is applied to a tree before applying str.
Lemma 7.7. For every tree t 2Tti( (X )) it holds that ts(str(t))= ts(str(’(t)))=
(end(’(t)); 0; ) and drawing(str(t))= drawing(str(’(t)))= pict(’(t)).
Proof. By the denition of ’ and str we have ’(t)2Tti , and str(’(t)) results from
str(t) by deleting all symbols except for those in fF; f ;+;−; [; ]g. Thus, it follows
directly from the denition of ts and drawing that ts(str(t))= ts(str(’(t))) and
drawing(str(t))= drawing(str(’(t))). The following remains to be shown.
For all trees t 2Tti it holds that ts(str(t))= (end(t); 0; ) and drawing(str(t))=
pict(t).
This is proved by structural induction on t. For the base cases, which are given by
the trees F, f, and , the statement holds. For t= t1  t2, using the induction hypothesis
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and Lemma 7.3 it follows that ts(str(t))= ts(str(t1)str(t2))= (end(t1) + end(t2); 0; )
= (end(t); 0; ) and
drawing(str(t)) = drawing(str(t1)str(t2))
= drawing(str(t1)) [ transend(t1)(drawing(str(t2)))
=pict(t1) [ transend(t1)(pict(t2))
=pict(t):
For t= turn+[t1], again using the induction hypothesis and Lemma 7.3, ts(str(t))=
ts(+str(t1)−)= (rot0 (end(t1)); 0 + 0− 0; )= (end(t); 0; ) and
drawing(str(t)) = drawing(+str(t1)−)
= rot0 (drawing(str(t1)))
= rot0 (pict(t1))
=pict(t):
The case t= turn−[t1] is similar.
Finally, let t= enc[t1]. Then ts(str(t))= ts([str(t1)])= ((0; 0); 0; )= (end(t); 0; )
(which is obvious since str(t1) is properly parenthesized, i.e., the pair popped o the
stack by the right bracket is the one pushed onto it by the initial left bracket) and
drawing(str(t)) = drawing([str(t1)])
= drawing(str(t1))
=pict(t1)
=pict(t):
It is now possible to prove the two lemmas whose combination establishes the desired
equivalence result.
Lemma 7.8. For every tree-based turtle system 2 there is a local turtle 0L-
system G such that Lti(G)=pict(L()). The corresponding construction preserves
determinism.
Proof. Let =(s; ti;  ; R; 0) and assume without loss of generality that +;−; [ ; ] =2 .
Then G=(A; P; w0) is the local turtle 0L-system given by
 A= [f+;−; [ ; ]g;
 P= fa ::= a j a2f+;−; [ ; ]gg[ f ::= str(r) j (s! r)2Rg, and
 w0 = str(r0), where r0 is the right-hand side of the unique 0s-rule in R.
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By the denition of str
L(G) = fw j 0 +)
G
wg
= fstr(t) j t 2 Tti( (X )) and 0sn+1[x1] !

t for some n 2 Ng
(which can easily be proved by induction). Taking this into account, one obtains the
equation
Lti(G) = fdrawing(str(t)) j t 2 Tti( (X )) and 0sn+1[x1]! t for some n 2 Ng
= fdrawing(str(’(t))) j t 2 Tti( (X )) and
0sn+1[x1]! t for some n 2 Ng
= fdrawing(str(t)) j t 2 L()g
= fpict(t) j t 2 L()g
=L();
where the second equality and the fourth one hold by Lemma 7.7, and the third is
valid according to Lemma 7.6.
Lemma 7.9. For every local turtle 0L-system G there is a tree-based turtle system 
such that pict(L())=Lti(G). The corresponding construction preserves determinism.
Proof. Let G=(A; P; w0). Without loss of generality it can be assumed that G satises
the following.
(1) F; f 2A (if not, just add them to A and add any two productions with these
left-hand sides to P).
(2) For every production of the form a ::=w1[w]w2 in P, where w is properly paren-
thesised (i.e., the two brackets build a matching pair), it holds that ts(w)= (p; 0; )
for some p2R2. If w violates this assumption (i.e., the second component of ts(w)
is not 0), insert an appropriate number of +- or −-symbols between w and the
closing bracket. Obviously, this modication has no inuence on Lti(G) because
the symbols + and − are eectless if they appear just in front of a closing bracket.
(3) There is some a0 2A such that a0 ::=w0 is the unique production in P whose
left-hand side is a0. To ensure this, add a0 as a new symbol, together with the
required production a0 ::=w0.
Now, consider the construction that was used to prove Lemma 7.8. Due to the
assumptions above one can build in a straightforward way (preserving determinism) a
top-down tree transducer 2 such that this construction, as applied to , yields G.
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Thus, as shown in the proof of Lemma 7.8, pict(L())=Lti(G), which completes the
proof.
Keeping in mind Lemmas 7.5, 7.8 and 7.9 we get the theorem below.
Theorem 7.10. Let LR2. There is a local turtle 0L-system G such that Lti(G)=L
if and only if there is a tree-based turtle system  such that pict(L())=L. The
constructions preserve determinism in both directions.
Before turning to the discussion of possible generalisations an interesting speciali-
sation of the turtle algebra shall be mentioned. One of the main applications of turtle
0L-systems and its generalisations is the modelling of plant development (see [28]).
Turtle 0L-systems are particularly well suited for the generation of branching struc-
tures. It turns out that, if one is interested in this special case then a weaker set of
operations than ti is often sucient. This set { denote it by br { does not contain the
operations + and −. Instead, it contains the unary operations br+ and br− such that
br+(D)= enc(+(D)) and br−(D)= enc(−(D)) for all line drawings D. Thus, one may
say that in this algebra the operations + and − have been replaced by \protected"
versions that cannot aect their context. Notice that, strictly speaking, the operation
enc is redundant in br because enc(D)= br+(br−(D)). Nevertheless it turns out to be
convenient to keep enc as an abbreviation.
It is easy to see that, when turning from ti to br (while keeping top-down tree
transducers as the syntactic device), power is lost. Koch curves, the snowake curve,
the dragon curve, and other examples of a similar kind cannot be generated any more.
On the other hand, this algebra is very useful if one wants to generate two-dimensional
plant-like branching structures. In fact, one could even dene the notion of a language
of branching structures in this way: A language of branching structures is a language of
the form L(), where  is a total top-down tree transducer having the input signature
s and the output signature br . For instance, the six examples of branching structures
generated by turtle 0L-systems in [28, Section 1:6:3], shown in Fig. 15, can be generated
by such systems.
For the three pictures in the top row only one state  is needed. The 0-rule is 0!F
in these three cases, while the s-rules are
s!   br+[]    br−[]  ;
s!   br+[]    br−[]  enc[]; and
s!     br−[br−[  br+[  br+[]]]]  br+[  br−[  br−[]]];
respectively. The pictures in the second row are generated using top-town transducers
with two states  and 0 (where  is the initial one). All of them share the rules 0!,
0s! 0  0, and 00!F while the s-rules are
s! 0  br+[]  0  br−[]  br+[];
s! 0  br+[]  br−[]  0  ;
s! 0  br−[]  enc[]  0  br+[0  ]  br−[];
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Fig. 15. Plant-like branching structures from [28, Section 1:6:3].
respectively. Let us now consider possible generalisations. A well-known generalisation
of the 0L-system is the ET0L-system ([34]; see also [23]). Instead of having a single set
of productions an ET0L-system contains a nite set of so-called tables, each table being
a nite set of productions. Furthermore, a distinction is made between nonterminal
and terminal symbols. A derivation step consists of choosing a table and applying
productions from this table to all symbols in the given word. The generated language
is the set of all derivable words that consist entirely of terminal symbols.
As mentioned in Section 5 there is a natural class of top-down tree transducers which
corresponds to the ET0L-system: the class of all total top-down tree transducers whose
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Fig. 16. \Houses" generated by using the input signature fr(1); w(1); e(0)g.
input signature is monadic. This relationship was investigated in depth by Engelfriet,
Rozenberg, and Slutzki in [16]. Intuitively, every symbol a of the input signature stands
for the choice of a particular table, the one given by the a-rules of the transducer. Thus,
the sequence of symbols in an input tree (read from the root to the leaf) determines
the sequence of tables to be applied one after another.
Example 7.11. Here is a system that generates \houses" consisting of \bricks" (shown
in Fig. 16), where 0 = 90. Generation starts at the top-most brick of the roof and
uses the input signature = fr(1); w(1); e(0)g. As long as the symbol r is encountered
the roof is enlarged row by row. When the rst w is read the generation of the wall
beneath the roof starts. From this point on, all r’s in the input are simply discarded
while every w yields two new rows of the wall (added at the bottom). Finally, reading
the last symbol e of the input tree the bottom row of the wall is established.
The set of states is given by  = f0; l; i; r ; 0l ; 0i ; 0rg. During the roof-building
phase the states l; r and i are used to build the left and right edge, and the inner
structure, respectively. In the second phase the states 0l ; 
0
r and 
0
i are used in a similar
way. Thus, the top-down tree transducer is =(; ti; R;  ; 0), where R consists of the
following rules:
(initialization)
0r ! −[enc[l]  r]; 0w ! −[−enc[0l ]  0r]]; 0e! ;
(building the roof)
lr ! −[−[F]  F]  enc[i]  l; lw ! −[0l ]; le! ;
ir ! F  enc[F]  −[F]  i; iw ! 0i ; ie! F  F
rr ! F  −[F]  r ; rw ! −[0r]; re! ;
(building the wall)
0lw ! F  F  0l ;
0iw ! F  enc[F]  −[F  enc[−[F]]]  F  −[F  −[F  F]]  0i ;
0rw ! F  F  0l ;
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Fig. 17. Modelling the inuence of good and bad environmental conditions on a plant.
0lr ! 0l ; 0le! F;
0ir ! 0i ; 0ie! F  enc[F]  −[F  enc[−[F]]]  F;
0rr ! 0r ; 0re! F:
Example 7.12. Another example which indicates how to make use of general monadic
input signatures deals with branching structures. As mentioned in [28, p. 66] table
0L-systems can be used to model the inuence of environmental conditions on plant
development. For this, consider the third example in the top row of Fig. 15, and assume
that the plant grows like this only under optimal conditions. Whenever the conditions
are bad, the new branches which are built at that stage of the development miss their
last segment, and sometimes a branch may even be missing completely.
The construction of an appropriate top-down tree transducer is quite easy. De-
ne =(; br; fg; R; ) where = fg(1); b(1); e(0)g (g and b standing for \good" and
\bad") and
R= fe! F;
g!     br−[br−[  br+[  br+[]]]]  br+[  br−[  br−[]]];
b!     br−[br−[  br+[]]]  br+[  br−[]];
b!     br+[  br−[]];
b!     br−[br−[  br+[]]]g:
Some of the pictures in L() are shown in Fig. 17.
As in the case of IFSs one can go a step further, turning from monadic input
signatures to arbitrary ones. Similar to Example 5.9 this allows to generate structures
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certain parts of which depend on each other (namely those whose generation is based
on copies of the same input subtree) while others are developed independently (based
on dierent subtrees of the input). An example is given below.
Example 7.13. Like Example 7.2 this example is based on the well-known snowake
curve, whose approximations can be generated by the rules
00! F  −[−[F]] +[+[F]];
0s!   −[−[]] +[+[]];
0! F;
s!  +[]  −[]  ;
using an angle 0 of 60 degrees (where 0 is the initial state).
Now, the basic idea is to add the rule s!   −[]  +[]   in order to add some
nondeterminism, but to make sure that a certain symmetry is retained. In order to man-
age this, input trees over the signature = fa(2); b(2); e(0)g are used. Whenever an a is
encountered the original rule will be applied, whereas a b leads to an application of the
modied rule. Furthermore, the rst and the fourth state of the right-hand side process
the rst subtree of the input while the second and third process the second subtree.
Because of the fact that the transducer itself is deterministic (all the nondeterminism
is provided by the choice of the input tree) the states which work on copies of the
same subtree of the input will produce identical results. This accounts for the intended
symmetry.
There is one further diculty, however. Since the average input tree is not balanced,
one has to face the same problem as discussed in connection with the grammar gmuddle
at the end of Section 6. The solution used here is the same as in that section: the algebra
is extended by an operation that shrinks line drawings by the factor 1=3. Altogether,
the tree transducer (; ti [fshrink3g; R; f0; g; 0) is obtained, where R consists of the
rules
0e ! F  −[−[F]] +[+[F]];
0f ! [x1]  −[−[[x1]]] +[+[[x1]]] for f 2 fa; bg;
e ! F;
a ! shrink3[[x1] +[[x2]]  −[[x2]]  [x1]]; and
b ! shrink3[[x1]  −[[x2]] +[[x2]]  [x1]]:
Some of the resulting pictures are shown in Fig. 18.
Besides these syntactic generalisations one can of course add further capabilities to
the turtle algebra, similar to those discussed in connection with the chain-code algebra.
An operation that shrinks its argument has already been used in the previous example.
Colour-changing operations would be interesting, too. Moreover, one could turn to line
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Fig. 18. Elements of a picture language produced by the use of a nonmonadic input signature.
drawings in R3 and add corresponding rotation operations (cf. the symbols \n" and
\&" used in [28]).
8. Conclusion
A device that generates a tree language and an algebra that interprets these trees as
expressions which denote pictures: these are the two components of a tree-based picture
generator as introduced in this paper. In the four main sections it was shown that certain
choices of the tree-generating device and the algebra yield tree-based equivalents of
collage grammars, mutually recursive function systems with condensation, chain-code
grammars, and local turtle 0L-systems. This provides a formal justication for the use
of these tree-based denitions in [13, 7, 8] and in the software system TREEBAG [10] 11
which is an implementation of these ideas (but is not limited to the generation of
pictures).
The tree-based denition of picture-generating devices could turn out to be useful
for future research. A proof-technical advantage is that constructions can often be
formulated as tree transductions, as it was done in [8] (see also [7]). In these cases
one can make use of known closure properties and other results from the theory of
tree transductions in order to get concise proofs (cf. [11]).
11 see also http:==www.informatik.uni-bremen.de= ~drewes=treebag.
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Fig. 19. Syntactic and semantic comparison of the four picture-generating devices.
Another point is that a construction or a proof idea may not only apply to a single
type of picture-generating systems, but may be applicable to related devices as well.
In such cases it is convenient to use a unied framework in order to avoid having to
write proofs twice (see [7], again).
A closely related observation is that the tree-based approach is a suitable basis for
the comparison of dierent methods of picture generation, both on the formal and on
the conceptual level. The results of this paper provide examples of the latter. This
is because, conceptually, on the semantic level tree-based collage grammars and IFSs
are very similar. Their algebras deal with pictures in Rd by applying transformations
and taking unions. On the other hand, the chain-code and the turtle algebra are very
similar, too, because both use the concatenation of line drawings in R2 as their central
operation.
Syntactically, the border can be drawn between collage grammars and chain-code
grammars on the one hand and IFSs and turtle systems on the other. For the former,
regular tree grammars turned out to be appropriate, while for the latter top-down tree
transducers were needed. This reveals an orthogonal situation with respect to syntax
and semantics, as indicated in Fig. 19.
From this point of view it should not be any more a surprise (if it ever was)
that the generalisations discussed in the previous sections wipe out the dierences
between the devices. In fact, as a generalisation of tree-based collage grammars one
could have mentioned in Section 4 the possibility to use top-down tree transducers
{ which provides a generalisation of tree-based IFSs at the same time (neglecting
the dierence between Pc and Pifs). Conversely, extensions of tree-based IFSs which
introduce nondeterminism (by allowing nondeterministic top-down tree transducers or
by considering more general input signatures than s) can be considered as extensions
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of tree-based collage grammars as well. Similar remarks apply to tree-based chain-code
grammars and turtle systems.
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